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Panel Keeps Judge
In Grasso Dispute

Brownfields Cleanup

A defendant attacked a prosecutor in Brooklyn federal court yesterday,
pulling her to the ground by her hair and cutting his own attorney with a
razor blade during the ensuing skirmish. The defendant, Vincent wright,
was then subdued by the defense attorney, a court reporter and federal
marshals, according to several witnesses. Mr. wright faced two mandatory life terms at his sentencing yesterday for his role in the murderous
drug distribution ring headed by kenneth “supreme” McGriff, head of
rap music label Murder Inc. when Mr. wright, 37, entered Judge Frederic
Block’s courtroom, he immediately set out for Assistant u.s. Attorney
carolyn Pokorny, the 38-year-old chief of the eastern district’s narcotics section, grabbing her hair, and tackling her to the ground. Mr. wright
did not say a word; Ms. Pokorny screamed. As Mr. wright choked Ms.
Pokorny, his attorney, 72-year-old retired Air Force colonel harry conrad
Batchelder, joined the fray, during which he was cut on the wrist by the
razor. Mr. Batchelder called court reporter ron Tolkin “the real hero” for
beating him to the fight and preventing Mr. wright from using the razor.
Mr. Tolkin said the attack illustrates the need to change security procedures in federal court to allow handcuffing of defendants under these
circumstances. “They really have to think about changing the policy,”
said. “There’s no jury. he’s facing two life sentences. he has nothing
Byhe
M. Block
to Kenneth
lose. he hates the prosecutor.”
Ms. Pokorny, who walked out of the
courtroom
on her own, did not appear
to be injured, according to witand
John-Patrick
Curran
nesses. — Mark Fass

Long-Time Legislator
Known for Wit, Humor

By noeleen G. WalDer

By Joel StaShenko

ALBANY—david A. Paterson, a man
seemingly with no enemies in Albany,
would be a more even-tempered, less
imperious alternative to eliot spitzer
should Mr. spitzer’s connection to a
high-priced prostitution ring cost him
the governorship of New York.
with even republican opponents
using words like “congenial” to describe
the 53-year-old lieutenant governor,
Mr. Paterson would represent a sea
change in tone following more than 14
months of tough talk and hard feelings
between Mr. spitzer and the Legislature, former and current colleagues
said yesterday.
Mr. spitzer remained ensconced in
his Manhattan apartment yesterday,
a day after apologizing to New Yorkers and his family for his conduct in
an unspecified “private matter.” Mr.
spitzer has not been charged with a
crime by prosecutors in the southern
district u.s. Attorney’s office.
A legal team at Paul, weiss, rifkind,
wharton & Garrison led by Michele
hirshman, the top deputy to Mr. spitzer
when he was state attorney general, is
representing the democratic governor
in his latest crisis.
republican legislators said a resignation by Mr. spitzer would break a
spell that was cast over the capitol
on Monday when reports identified
Mr. spitzer as “client 9” of emperors
club VIP, a purported call girl ring run
from an apartment in New Jersey. one
long-time lobbyist said yesterday the
scandal had “frozen” the work of the

A MANhATTAN appellate court
yesterday ruled that supreme court
Justice charles e. ramos can continue to preside over the legal war
involving former New York stock
exchange (NYse) chairman richard
Grasso’s allegedly excessive $187.5
million compensation package.
The decision
The panel found will be published
that the judge’s
Thursday.
decision to remain
on the case did Now at nylj.com
not constitute
an “abuse of discretion.” despite
Justice ramos’ prior unsuccessful attempts to secure a job at the
exchange, the judge could perform
his duties without “bias or prejudice,” the Appellate division, First
department, unanimously held yesterday in an unsigned decision.
Additionally, the judge’s participation in preliminary settlement conferences between the two parties,
in which “nothing of substance or
sensitivity was revealed,” did not
warrant reassignment of the case,
the court ruled in People v. Grasso,
9848-9849N.
The panel also dismissed an order
granting Mr. Grasso a non-jury trial
on certain of the allegations, finding
that the First department’s prior dismissal of the claim at issue rendered
the decision moot.
Justices Angela M. Mazzarelli,
david B. saxe, John T. Buckley, and
James M. McGuire comprised the

Case Law, Amendments May Modify Program
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The white house has nominated eastern district Magistrate Judge kiyo
Matsumoto and cathy seibel, deputy to southern district u.s. Attorney
Michael Garcia, to fill vacancies in the eastern and southern districts.
President George w. Bush yesterday sent their names to the u.s. senate.
If confirmed, Magistrate Judge Matsumoto would fill the seat vacated
when Judge edward korman elected to take senior status in october. Ms.
seibel would fill the vacancy created a year ago by the death of southern
district Judge richard c. casey. — Mark Hamblett
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David a. Paterson

Legislature and the governor with three
weeks left before the deadline for enacting a new state budget.
“everything, just everything, has
come to a standstill in the halls here,”
Assembly minority leader James Tedisco, r-schenectady said yesterday.
Mr. Tedisco said he pledged during
a telephone call from Mr. Paterson on
Monday that Mr. Paterson “would have
the full support, as best we could, of
our conference to allow him to lead
the way” as the new governor. sources said other calls from Mr. Paterson
went to Assembly speaker sheldon
silver, d-Manhattan, senate Majority
Leader Joseph Bruno, r-Brunswick,
and New York city Mayor Michael r.
Bloomberg.
Mr. Paterson’s familiarity with the
Legislature was one strength Mr.
spitzer cited when selecting him as his

John-Patrick Curran

Lighthouse Pointe, the court held that the
DEC failed to demonstrate thatContinued
the DEC’s
on page 
denial of the petitioner’s application to
Defense the
expertsBCP
and former
prosecutors
in on the possibility
criminal
enter
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not weigh
arbitrary
andofcapricharges being lodged against Governor Eliot Spitzer, while attorney discipline
cious.
Lighthouse Pointe, slip op. at 5.
specialists consider the scrutiny he could face due to his involvement in a
prostitution
ring.article,
See Page 8. we will discuss the BCP,
In this
the statute’s tax incentives, the DEC’s eligibility criteria, the impact of Lighthouse
Pointe, and proposed amendments to the
BCP.

court Declines to impose
conditions of police Lineup
By noeleen G. WalDer

The
Program
A courT
does not have the consti-

tutional authority to dictate the conditions of a police lineup, a Brooklyn
judge has held.
requiring law enforcement to
replace a “constitutionally valid”
lineup procedure,
where suspects
The decision
are presented as a will be published
group, with an alterFriday.
nate one-at-a-time
method “risk[s]... Now at nylj.com
violating the separation of powers
doctrine,” criminal court Judge sheryl
L. Parker ruled.
“This court is...not in a position to
exercise supervisory authority over
law enforcement officials, but rather
must limit its oversight to a retrospective review to ensure” that a constitutional violation has not occurred,” the
judge wrote in In the Matter of Derrick
Walthour, 39960/2007.
The decision contrasts with the 2001
holding of then-supreme court Justice
robert s. kreindler of Brooklyn, who
was the first New York state judge to
order police to conduct a sequential
lineup in In re Investigation of Thomas,

189 Misc.2d 487 (N.Y. sup. 2001). Justice
kreindler held that the scientific community had “unanimous[ly]” concluded
that sequential lineups “are fairer and
result in a more accurate identification”
than traditional simultaneous lineups
(NYLJ, Nov. 9, 2001).
In the last several years, however,
“most courts
have declined to
order” the police
or prosecution to
employ a certain
lineup method,
finding that this is
a “matter best left
for those offices
to decide on their
own,” said Barry
Judge Parker
kamins, a partner
at Flamhaft, Levy, kamins, hirsch &
rendeiro and a criminal procedure
columnist for the Law Journal who
was not involved in the case.
The dispute over lineup procedure
arose after derrick walthour allegedly
committed robbery and sodomy in
March 2007. Following the victim’s
identification of Mr. walthour in photographs, the prosecution argued that

The New York Legislature passed the
BCP (ECL Title 14) in October 2003 in
order to “encourage persons to voluntarily remediate brownfield sites for
reuse and redevelopment” (ECL §271403). The Legislature found that “there
are thousands of abandoned and likely
contaminated properties that threaten
the health and vitality of the communities they burden, and that these sites,
known as brownfields, are also contributing to sprawl development and loss of
open space” (ECL §27-1403). Among the
incentives included in the BCP to encourage the development of brownfields are
limitations on future liability, and
perhaps
Continued on page 
more importantly, potentially lucrative tax

panel, which heard oral arguments
on Nov. 29, 2006.
Justice ramos was first assigned
to the case in May 2004, after thenAttorney General eliot spitzer filed
the initial complaint against Mr.
Grasso.
Mr. spitzer maintained that “Mr.
Grasso’s annual compensation and
retirement plan benefits were neither ‘reasonable’ nor ‘commensurate’ with the services performed.”
The complaint asserted 18 causes of
action, the first of which called on
the court to impose a constructive
trust, to which Mr. Grasso would
return his allegedly unreasonable
compensation for the benefit of the
stock exchange.
The dispute over Justice ramos’
role in the case first arose when the
parties learned about two letters,
sent in october 2002 and 2003, by an
executive recruiter to the exchange,
recommending the judge for a position on the board.
The 2003 letter cited Justice
ramos’ critique of a group of plaintiffs’ attorneys whom he contended
charged New York state an excessive fee in a class action tobacco
litigation.
The exchange never took action
in response to either letter.
According to the decision, all
of the parties agreed in an october 2003 meeting that the letters
provided no basis for the judge’s
recusal.

credits for all participants who achieve
successful completion of remediation
under the BCP.

Tax Credits

Under the BCP, all participants accepted
into the program are eligible for tax credits, potentially amounting to as much as 22
percent of the total cost of development of
the project on the brownfield site. Other
states that have passed similar legislation
to encourage the development of underon page 
utilized properties have tied theContinued
tax incentives to the cost of cleanup, rather than
the entire cost of development.1
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new Disciplinary procedures
approved for federal Jurists

in which there is “a genuine conflict”
over what happened. complaints will
be made public only when a judge is
sanctioned.
Judge winter also said a mechanism is provided for the first time to
enable an investigation of a complaint
against a judge in one federal circuit to
be transferred to another circuit when

Eligibility

Between 600 and 800 complaints
are filed annually against judges, Judge
winter said, and only about one in 100
alleges something that “requires further inquiry.”
he added, “Judges always leave half
their customers unsatisfied,” prompt-

The statute defines brownfield currently
as “any real property, the redevelopment
Continued on page 
or reuse of which may be complicated

by the presence or potential presence of
a contaminant,” ECL §27-1405(2). While
the statute provides the basic framework
for the BCP, the DEC was charged with
implementing the program. Aside from
the definition of a brownfield, the statute offers little guidance in determining
eligibility, other than by enumerating
specific persons and properties that are
not eligible to participate in the BCP. A
particular source of murkiness is the statute’s provision that the DEC “may reject
[a] request for participation if the [DEC]
determines that the public interest would
not be served by granting such request,”
ECL §27-1407(9).
In March 2005, the DEC published
guidelines for determining eligibility to
participate in the BCP. The Brownfield
Cleanup Program Eligibility Determination Guidance, which was incorporated
in the Brownfield Cleanup Program Guide,
contains a two pronged test for determining whether a proposed site meets
the definition of a brownfield: “(A) there
must be confirmed contamination on the
property or a reasonable basis to believe
that contamination is likely to be present on the property; and (B) there must
be a reasonable basis to believe that the
contamination or potential presence of
contamination may be complicating the
development or re-use of the property.” In
determining whether there is a reasonable
basis to believe that the contamination
or potential presence of contamination
may be complicating the development of
the proposed site, the DEC will consider,
among other things, “whether the estimated cost of any necessary remedial program
is likely to be significant in comparison
to the anticipated value of the proposed
site as redeveloped or reused.”
The BCP Regulations (6 NYCRR Subparts 375-1, 375-3 and 375-6), adopted by
the DEC in December 2006, further limited
eligibility by excluding from the BCP sites
affected by contamination originating from
off-site sources (6 NYCRR 375-3.3(a)(2)). It
is important to note that the DEC considers contamination contained in historic
fill as contamination originating from an
offsite source. Accordingly, sites that face
extraordinary costs to dispose of contaminated, historic fill would not qualify for the
BCP even though such contaminated soils
would certainly complicate the development or re-use of the property.
As a result of the DEC’s restrictions,
there are many sites where remediation is
required that have been excluded from the
benefits of the BCP. Of particular concern
to many groups is that the DEC’s eligibility criteria have excluded properties
in urban areas where redevelopment is
needed the most—where properties are
small and contamination either is the
result of historic filling operations or is
so minimal as to be deemed by the DEC
as not complicating redevelopment—so
as to thwart the very intent of the statute.

In his comments on the draft BCP regulations, former Assemblyman and current
State Comptroller Thomas P. DiNapoli,
who co-authored the statute that created the BCP, argued that the exclusion
of properties affected by contamination
originating offsite is not consistent with
the statute (See Assemblyman Thomas P.
DiNapoli, Chair, New York State Assembly
Committee on Environmental Conservation, Comments on the Draft Regulations
for the State Superfund Program Environmental Restoration Program Brownfield
Cleanup Program, March 27, 2006.

Conflicting Case Law
In Jopal Enterprises LLC v. Sheehan,
Index No. 00803-06 (Sup. Ct., Suffolk
Cty., July 31, 2006) and in 377 Greenwich LLC v. New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation, Index
No. 101617/06 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty. Nov. 27,
2006), the courts denied petitions under
Article 78 challenging the application of
the DEC’s eligibility guidelines to deny
entry to the BCP. In 377 Greenwich, the
DEC denied the petitioner’s application
despite the existence of soil contamination at the petitioner’s property exceeding
the DEC’s own established Soil Cleanup
Objectives (“SCOs”), which are set forth in
6 NYCRR 375-6. The petitioner argued that
in determining that the property was not
sufficiently contaminated to complicate
redevelopment, the DEC had interpreted
the BCP in a more restrictive manner than
the enabling legislation allows. The court
rejected that argument and found that,
given the particular factors associated
with the petitioner’s development,2 it was
perfectly rational for the DEC to determine
that redevelopment was not “complicated”
by the presence of contamination.
Accordingly, the court upheld the DEC’s
decision to deny petitioner’s BCP application.3
Then came Lighthouse Pointe. As in
Jopal Enterprises and 377 Greenwich, the
DEC in Lighthouse Pointe argued that the
basis for its denial of the petitioner’s
application was that the contamination
on the property was so minimal that it
would not complicate redevelopment.4 In
Lighthouse Pointe, the petitioner’s data
showed that soil samples collected at
petitioner’s site exceeded SCOs for thirteen different contaminants. The DEC
argued that the SCOs are “standards set
by the state to determine if a Brownfield
site has been satisfactorily cleaned up,
not whether it is contaminated in the
first place.” Lighthouse Pointe, slip op. at
4. The court rejected that argument as
illogical, since it would result in a ruling that the SCOs “should have no bearing whatsoever in determining whether
a site is initially admitted into the BCP,
yet these same standards should be the
ultimate factor in determining whether
an applicant receives a liability release

after completion of remediation.” Id.
The court also noted that the Legislature’s use of qualifying language such
as “may complicate” and “potential presence” indicated the legislature’s intent to
establish a low threshold for admission
into the BCP for contaminated properties.
Lighthouse Pointe, slip op. at 4. Applying
standard rules of statutory construction,
the Court found that the controlling word
in the statute is ‘may,’ and that the petitioner was correct that “‘the question is
not whether the Petitioner has proven
the hazardous wastes at the site actually
pose a significant threat to the environment, but rather whether there might be
hazardous wastes that may complicate
the development.’” Id.
The court’s determination in Lighthouse
Pointe, that the statutory definition of
brownfield was meant by the legislature
to set a low threshold for eligibility in the
BCP, opens the door for an argument that
the DEC’s Eligibility Guidance criteria are
not consistent with the statute.5

Proposed Amendments
In the first ever State of Upstate Address
on Jan. 16, Governor Spitzer said that “we
must…face the hard reality that New York’s
Brownfields cleanup program is failing….
Therefore, this year, we will submit new
and improved legislation to reform our
Brownfields program so it can fulfill its
original purpose of creating developmentready sites where they are needed most,
while also protecting our environment.”
Governor Eliot Spitzer, Address at Buffalo
State College (Jan. 16). Governor Spitzer’s
January budget bill proposes amendments
to the BCP in two stages—fiscal, or interim
amendments, that will expire upon the
enactment of permanent amendments.
The interim amendments would limit
the amount of tax incentives available
under the BCP and would exclude from the
BCP sites that would likely be developed
without the tax credits. The permanent
amendments would also limit the amount
of tax credits, but the tax credits would be
de-linked from eligibility to participate in
the program. Under the proposed permanent amendments, if a site does not qualify
for tax credits (because, for example, the
DEC determines that the development
would likely occur without the tax credits)
the applicant may nevertheless choose
to participate in the BCP and receive the
benefits of DEC oversight and a transferable release and covenant not to sue.
Participants who are already in the BCP
before July 1, 2007 will not be subject to
the limitations contained in the proposed
amendments.

Conclusion
The end result of Lighthouse Pointe, and the
proposed amendments to the BCP, should be
more access to the BCP for owners of brown-

field sites and, an economically sustainable
tax credit structure that still rewards owners appropriately for redeveloping brownfield properties in the State of New York.
Until the proposed amendments are
acted upon, BCP eligibility remains a moving target. The proposed amendments will
make the BCP available to all owners of
brownfield properties, however, the availability of tax credits will no longer be guaranteed. Developers who are considering the
possible availability of tax credits for the
development of their contaminated proper-

ties must assess carefully, and early on, the
relationship between the potential costs of
remediation and the anticipated value of
the development once completed.

••••••••••••••••
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1. See, e.g., New Jersey Brownfield and Contaminated Site Remediation Act, N.J.S.A. 58:10 B-1 at seq.
2. The petitioner in 377 Greenwich had already
obtained financing, had performed substantial remediation and had taken other steps in furtherance
of its hotel development prior to the submission of
and during the consideration of its BCP application.
3. The decisions in Jopal Enterprises and 377
Greenwich were viewed by the DEC as specific af-

firmations of the DEC’s use and application of its
March 2005 Brownfield Cleanup Eligibility Determination Guidance (See DEC’s Web site at www.dec.
ny.gov/chemical/8450.html).
4. The court noted that the DEC also argued that
the petitioner’s difficulty in obtaining financing for
its development should not be considered in determining whether development is complicated by
the presence of contaminants. The court also rejected that argument and found that “an investor’s
recalcitrance towards investment in the absence of
BCP approval would have to be seen as a possible
complication to development.” Lighthouse Pointe,
slip op. at 2.
5. In the wake of the uncertainty created by Lighthouse Pointe, the DEC has stopped processing BCP
applications.

